




Our Company
Perfect Pitch Marquees Ltd was founded in 2008 and is run by two of its directors, Nick Shakespeare and Jesse 

Powell. While studying at the Universities of St. Andrews and Bristol, we spent four summers working with marquees. 

This enabled us to gain knowledge and understanding of the industry before forming Perfect Pitch Marquees Ltd.

Over ten years later and we have developed the business into an efficient and personal enterprise focussed on the 

individual needs of each customer. No occasion or event is the same, so we pride ourselves on making each and 

every one exceptional by providing a high quality, friendly and hands-on service with unrivalled attention to detail.



Our Service
We have everything from clearspan marquees suitable for weddings and corporate occasions, to summer 

marquees and Chinese hat marquees ideal for birthday and garden parties. All of our structures can be linked 

together to form innovative layouts so, regardless of the intricacies of the site, your marquee setup will fit perfectly.

Once your marquee layout design has been crafted, we have an extensive range of accessories you can choose 

from to complement it. Adding ivory lining and starlight ceiling enhances the atmosphere, while dance floors and 

staging deliver the ideal platform for your event.

We also provide furniture and toilets and, through the use of our thermostatically controlled heaters, we are 

able to hire all year round. Furthermore, we have established strong relationships with a variety of other service 

providers such as caterers, florists, bands and DJs to help with your planning.







How We Operate

1 We offer a free, no obligation site visit where we have the opportunity to discuss all of the possibilities in person, 

allowing us to create your perfect marquee setup.

2 We provide an itemised quotation based on the meeting, which includes a floor plan and an “options” 

section specific to your proposed marquee setup. We guarantee it will not contain any hidden costs; 

from all-inclusive lining and lighting prices to electrics for the marquee setup, everything will be built in.

3 We arrange the construction details and timings. We arrive with our staff, all of which are recruited 

by our in-house team, and we work in a professional manner aiming for minimal disruption to you.
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